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Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them

for the next grade level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice

and helps introduce basic skills to new learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate

passages and exercises for elementary French language learners. Skill Builders combines

entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun

and effective. The compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It

features 80 perforated, reproducible pages and an answer key.
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Skill Builders: French I for grades KÃ¢â‚¬â€œ5 helps children master essential French vocabulary.

With more than 70 pages of activities, French I includes topics such as colors and numbers, food,

the weather, family members, animals, and parts of the body. The bookÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s colorful, inviting

format, easy-to-follow directions, and engaging illustrations help build childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s confidence

and make learning French more accessible and enjoyable.The Skill Builders series promotes the

development of essential, grade-specific skills. Each book provides focused practice and includes

examples and explanations of new skills. Activities follow a natural skill progression and align with



state and national standards. By building upon already learned material, each book in the Skill

Builders series motivates children while reinforcing the concepts needed for academic success.

This is a lovely, colorful skill building (vocabulary building) French exercise book for young children!

I photocopy the pages for my kids, and my kindergartner, first grader, and third grader all enjoy

completing the exercises in this book.I have bought a few French workbooks for this age range, and

this is our current favorite.

Good book. I was hoping it would be larger - 8.5 x 11 overall so that my Kindergartener and Second

Grader could write easier on the worksheets. The worksheets were not plentiful, but the vocabulary

was good.

Good book with good activities but a little too easy for me. I was looking for something slightly more

advanced. Still happy with it because some practice is better than no practice.

I bought this so i have somewhere to start. It is a good if your a visua learner and i love that it shows

you how to pronounce everything which is something i struggle on. Its only about 80 or so pages but

for the basics and small details like getting to know your colors, numbers, and seasons. it isnt bad!

I have found this book to be invaluable in my study of French. I am a first year and have leaned tons

from this book. Excellent

Great for my Grand Children!

this has proven to be a useful tool in working with young learners. it helps broaden vocabulary; the

pictures and exercises make the language more accessible.

Good for those who never learn French
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